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Available online 14 March 2016AbstractUnlike conventional airplane, a WIG craft experiences righting moment and adverse yaw moment in banked turning in ground effect.
Numerical simulations are carried out to study the aerodynamics of banked wing in ground effect. Configurations of rectangular wing and delta
wing are considered, and performance of endplates and ailerons during banking are also studied. The study shows that righting moment increase
nonlinearly with heeling angle, and endplates enhance the righting. The asymmetric aerodynamic distribution along span of wing with heeling
angle introduces adverse yaw moment. Heeling in ground effect with small ground clearance increases the vertical aerodynamic force and makes
WIG craft climb. Deflections of ailerons introduce lift decrease and a light pitching motion. Delta wing shows advantage in banked turning for
smaller righting moment and adverse yaw moment during banking.
Copyright © 2016 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-
NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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The Wing-in-Ground (WIG) effect vehicle is a promising
means of transportation since it utilizes the favorable ground
effect (Rozhdestvensky, 2000; Yun et al., 2010; Yang and
Yang, 2009). It lies between a sea-going ship and an aircraft
in terms of its characteristics. It is generally faster than ship
and has much lower fuel consumption than airplane. The WIG
craft would have application wherever there are: (a) significant
spans of overwater operations; (b) inadequate aircraft opera-
tional bases to support airline operations; (c) beaches or
simple port unloading facilities for roll on-roll off operations.
WIG craft characteristics exceed those of ship and aircraft
because of it can carry greater than aircraft payloads over
significant distances at general aviation aircraft speeds (Yang
and Czysz, 2011). By now, a number of WIG crafts have
been developed and manufactured, and even some have been
in commercial operation (Rozhdestvensky, 2006).* Corresponding author.
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ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).When an aircraft is making a turn, it must roll to a banked
position so that the wings are angled towards the desired di-
rection of the turn. In freestream, the aerodynamic character-
istics of wing don't change. While in ground effect, any
banked position changes the space between wing and ground,
and aerodynamics varies accordingly. To perform banked turn
in ground effect, Kornev and Matveev (2003) developed a
special strategy in which active control system was employed
to keep the distance between the wingtip and the ground
constant. Kanehira and Akimoto (2014) studied the righting
moment via towing tan experiment in which a wing model was
towed above a flap plate in the water tank to calculate the
righting moment for heeling. To ensure the safe operation of
WIG, aerodynamics and stability should be understood well to
satisfy requirements and to improve maneuverability (Yang
et al., 2015).
In current research, a numerical study was carried out to
investigate the aerodynamic characteristics of wing in ground
effect with different heeling angles. Also, configurations of
rectangular wing and delta wing were taken into account to
evaluate the aerodynamic performance in banked turn. Effects
of endplate and aileron were discussed too. The study will-6790
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wing in ground effect and resolve some of uncertainties arising
from previous studies.
2. Numerical method
The numerical simulations were carried out with the
commercial solver FLUENT by solving the incompressible
Reynolds-averaged NaviereStokes equations and the realiz-
able k  ε turbulence model at the Reynolds number of
3.4  106 (based on the averaged chord length of wing, c). The
governing equations are written as,
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where r is the air density, p the air pressure, m the dynamic
viscosity, dij the Kronecker delta symbol; ui, uj and ul are the
velocities in the ith, jth and lth direction; u'iu'j is the Reynolds
stress term, and the realizable kε turbulence model was used.
The transport equations of k and ε are written as,
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where Gk represents the generation of turbulence kinetic en-
ergy due to the main velocity gradients, Gb the generation of
turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, YM the contribution
of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the
overall dissipation rate, mt the dynamic viscosity of turbulence,
Sk and Sε are user-defined source terms, sk and sε the turbulent
Prandtl numbers for k and ε; C1, C2, C3, C1ε and C3ε are
constants. This turbulence model has been extensively vali-
dated and well behaved for a wide range of flows, including
rotating homogeneous shear flows, free flows including jets
and mixing layers, channel and boundary layer flows, and
separated flows. The incompressible NaviereStokes equa-
tions, Eqs. (1) and (2), are solved by the SIMPLE algorithm
with second-order accurate scheme is used for the convective
and viscous terms.
Before numerically investigating the aerodynamics of wing
in ground effect, the present computational method is firstly
validated based on aerodynamic characteristics of NACA0012
airfoil out of ground effect at a Reynolds number of 6  106.
Lift and drag are compared with experimental data (Abbott
and von Doenhoff, 1959) with free transition in Fig. 1. Goodagreement of lift is achieved while drag is not predicted
accurately. A possible reason is that more viscous effect is
introduced and viscous drag is overestimated.
The current study uses airfoil of Clark-y. For the compu-
tational domain, the inflow is placed 6c upstream of the
leading edge of wing, the outflow 15c downstream and 6c in
height, the side 6c away from wing tip. A velocity inlet
boundary condition prescribes a uniform velocity. At the
outflow boundary, a pressure outlet boundary condition spec-
ified a gauge pressure of zero. A slip boundary condition
(symmetry) is specified on the top and side far boundaries. A
no-slip boundary condition is specified on the wing and the
ground. The ground is considered to be rigid and has the same
velocity as inlet. The computational grids in the current sim-
ulations are made of structured blocks. For a good solution of
near wall flow, cells of ten layers are clustered towards the
walls to resolve the near-wall boundary layer flow with a
stretching ratio of 1.1. The yþ value at the wall is around 60,
which is suitable for wall function applied in current numer-
ical simulation. As shown in Fig. 2, mesh independence was
confirmed with a mesh of 2 million cells for a 3D wing which
has both endplates and a heel angle of 10 In Ground Effect
(IGE) and Out of Ground Effect (OGE). All computations
presented later in this study are implemented with mesh
densities similar to or better than that of mesh-independent
case. The total mesh ranges from 2 million to 3 million cells
depending on the height. Models and surface mesh of rect-
angular wing, rectangular wing with endplate and delta wing
with endplate are shown in Fig. 3 with same aspect ratio of 4.
In this study, the height h is defined as the distance between
mid wing section trailing edge and the ground. Usually, the
height h is non-dimensioned by averaged chord length c.
3. Aerodynamics of rectangular wing in ground effect
When a wing banks about its mid wing section trailing edge
near ground, i.e. with wing height h remains constant, its force
distribution changes accordingly and it generates righting
moment and adverse-yaw moment.
Spanwise local lift and drag coefficients of rectangular
wing with and without endplates at different heel angles in
ground effect are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. At different spanwise
locations, the local relative heights are different, so are ground
effects. At the descending side (2z/b < 0), the wing is
approaching to the ground and ground effect is more promi-
nent than the rising side (2z/b > 0). At location of 2z/
b ¼ 0.6, the increment of lift coefficient reaches the max,
and it increases with heel angle. The existence of wing tip
vortex near tip releases this kind of lift increment and the lift
decreases sharply. Endplate is a specific feature of all WIG
craft as compared to conventional aircraft. Endplate showed a
substantial improvement in aerodynamic characteristics (Yang
et al., 2010; Park et al., 2008; Afshar and Alishahi, 2009; Yang
and Yang, 2012).
Thin endplates were attached to the rectangular wing tip for
model with endplate. The endplate forbids flow to escape from
the wing tip, and keeps high pressure under wing (Fig. 6).
Fig. 1. Lift and drag coefficients for NACA0012.
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increment is considerable along the descending side. As we all
know that one characteristic of ground effect is the decrease of
induced drag. Drag decreases with heel angle, and endplates
introduce further drag decrease. Symmetry wing experiences
asymmetric aerodynamics distribution and endplates enhance
the asymmetry in banked position.
Fig. 7 shows the spanwise downwash angle distribution at
0.05c downstream the trailing edge. The wing tip vortex shows
more influence near tip than mid wing, the spanwise drag
distribution presents U shape. The wing tip of descending side
is very close to the ground, the local downwash angle is small
with bigger heel angle and stronger ground effect. Accord-
ingly, the wing will experience big induced drag at rising side
and small at descending side, which introduces the adverse-
yaw moment.
The study shows that lift increase and drag decrease for
local wing section at descending side of a banked wing, which
is confirm to aerodynamics characteristics of 2D airfoil in
ground effect with different height. In order to study theFig. 2. Mesh independent study.variation of wing section aerodynamics change from level to
banked position (height remains constant), the lift coefficient
change ratio is defined as:
KCLðzÞ ¼
ðCLbðzÞ CLhðzÞÞ
CLhðzÞ ð5Þ
where CLhðzÞ is local lift coefficient without heel angle
(0.5b < z < 0.5b), CLbðzÞ is local lift coefficient of a
banked wing. Fig. 8 compares the lift coefficient change
ratio. The horizontal axis is local relative height h(z)/c, the
vertical axis is local lift coefficient change ratio KCLðzÞ. The
KCL changes nonlinearly with respect to height and slopes of
KCL for different heel angles are same. When comparing
with 2D airfoil in ground effect, it is interesting that KCL
curves for banked wing have similar shape as 2D airfoil lift
coefficient variation curve, but of different slope. The dif-
ference is due to down-washing effect in 3D wing in ground
effect.
For a conventional airplane, heeling in freestream with
same angle of attack and velocity will experience decrease of
vertical lift which supports the whole airplane in air. However,
WIG experiences increase of vertical lift when heeling in
ground effect. Fig. 9 shows the vertical component of lift
coefficient with different heel angle and different height. With
increase of heel angle, the vertical lift increases and endplates
improve the lift increment further. The increase of lift at
descending side is bigger than the decrease of lift at rising
side.
When a WIG heels, a righting moment MX is introduced
due to lift increase at descending side and lift decrease at
rising side, which is against heeling from the surface.
Righting moment coefficient of rectangular wing in ground
effect is shown in Fig. 10. The righting moment in the heel
direction increased nonlinearly with increase of heel angle.
Small height leads to bigger righting moment since the
nonlinear behavior of the difference in the lift increases
between the descending side and rising side. The righting
Fig. 3. 3D wing in ground effect models.
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attached to the wing tip.
Heeling from surface also introduces adverse-yaw moment
MY which is due to drag decrease at descending side and drag
increase at rising side. The adverse-yaw moment coefficient
CMY is shown in Fig. 11. Adverse-yaw moment increases with
heel angle nonlinearly, and endplate enhances the adverse-yaw
moment. Obviously, the adverse-yaw moment is bad for
turning and should be balanced. To compensate this adverse-
yaw moment during turning, rudder may be involved.
The most effective way of turning for WIG is heeling. With
the help of ailerons and rudder to overcome righting moment
and adverse-yaw moment, a WIG can perform heeling eitherFig. 4. Spanwise lift coefficient distribution (h/c ¼ 0.3, a ¼ 6).in ground effect or freestream. Ignoring the control system, a
wing in ground effect represents steady turning state for WIG.
All turning motion is the result of forward velocity and a
centripetal force. When turning in freestream, the centripetal
force comes from lateral component of lift force:
Fz ¼ 1
2
rv2SCLsing ð6Þ
But when performing banked turn near ground, the wing-
tips and endplates also add to an additional amount of favor-
able side force. Fig. 12 shows pressure distribution on
endplates with heel angle. Due to asymmetric aerodynamics,
inner surface pressure at descending side is higher than that of
rising side. On the other hand, high pressure air leaks throughFig. 5. Spanwise drag coefficient distribution (h/c ¼ 0.3, a ¼ 6).
Fig. 6. Wing surface pressure coefficient distribution (h/c ¼ 0.3, g ¼ 7,
a ¼ 6).
Fig. 7. Spanwise downwash angle distribution (h/c ¼ 0.3, a ¼ 6).
Fig. 8. Lift coefficient change ratio (h/c ¼ 0.3, a ¼ 6).
Fig. 9. Vertical component of aerodynamic force coefficient.
Fig. 10. Righting moment (a ¼ 6).
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stronger vortex which in turn causes lower pressure of outer
surface pressure of endplate at descending side. Pressure dif-
ference on both sides of endplates produces a spanwise force
Fs. So, near ground, the centripetal force is:
Fz ¼ 1
2
rv2SCLsingþ 1
2
rv2SCscosg ð7Þ
where CS is spanwise force coefficient.
Fig. 13 shows the proportion of centripetal force contrib-
uted by spanwise force Fs. At lower altitude, it can take up 8%
without endplate installed. At higher altitude, the percentage
drops, but endplate can help to reach 8%. Endplate is favor-
able for turning of WIG.
When the size of WIG is given, the turning radius R can be
calculated along with CL and CS from CFD. The turning radius
can be expressed as:
Fig. 11. Adverse-yaw moment (a ¼ 6). Fig. 13. Centripetal force contributed by spanwise force Fs (a ¼ 6
).
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No matter in freestream or near ground, higher angle of
attack and heel angle make denominator of Eq. (7) larger, thus
making turning radius smaller (Eq. (8)). Fig. 14 presents the
turning performance of WIG based on aerodynamics of rect-
angular wing and Eq. (8). When WIG turns at lower altitude
near ground, its ground effect becomes more prominent,
generating larger CL, which means smaller turning radius
(keeping angle of attack and heel angle constant). On the other
hand, the magnitude of heel angle is limited at very low alti-
tude to avoid touching ground, and WIG cannot perform steepFig. 12. Pressure distribution on endplturning, the turning radius is still large. WIG with endplates
produces larger CL and CS than that without endplates at the
same attack angle and heel angle, the turning radius is
reduced.
4. Aerodynamics of delta wing in ground effect
The Lippisch inverse delta wing has shown reliable levels
of longitudinal static stability over a sufficiently wide range of
pitch angles and height (Urquhart et al., 2006; Lee et al.,
2010). It is adopted in some small or middle size WIG
crafts. The delta wing of current study has same area asates (h/c ¼ 0.3, g ¼ 7, a ¼ 6).
Fig. 14. Turning performance.
Fig. 15. Pressure coefficient distribution of delta wing (h/c ¼ 0.3, g ¼ 4,
a ¼ 6).
Fig. 16. Local lift coefficient of delta wing.
Fig. 17. Local drag coefficient of delta wing.
Fig. 18. Righting moment of delta wing (h/c ¼ 0.3, a ¼ 6).
Fig. 19. Adverse-yaw moment of delta wing (h/c ¼ 0.3, a ¼ 6).
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Fig. 20. Rectangular wing with ailerons.
Fig. 21. Lift coefficient with ailerons.
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wing inverse angle is 5, and taper of wing is 5.
Pressure coefficient distributions of upper and lower sur-
face for delta wing are shown in Fig. 15. The asymmetricFig. 22. Pitching moment with ailerons.pressure distribution is captured on lower wing surface.
Descending side shows higher pressure. Local lift and drag
coefficients are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. Both lift and drag
mainly happened near the wing root. At root, the local chord is
big, so is the relative local height h(z)/c. Accordingly, the
aerodynamics perform well, lift is higher and drag is lower.
Along the span, the local chord decreases and ground effect is
weakened. Lift is decreasing along the span. For the drag, it is
complicated that ground effect reduces with decrease of local
chord and increases with wing inversing. Near the tip, the drag
is from both wing tip and endplate.
Compared with rectangular wing, both righting moment
and adverse-yaw moment of delta wing during heeling are
smaller for aerodynamic contributions mainly come from
middle wing (Figs. 18 and 19). Thus less control is needed to
overcome the righting motion, and delta wing has the
maneuverability advantage in turning.
5. Aerodynamics of rectangular wing with ailerons
An aileron is a hinged flight control surface usually
forming part of the trailing edge of each wing. Ailerons are
similar to flaps, but are intended to provide lateral control,Fig. 23. Righting moment with ailerons.
Fig. 24. Adverse-yaw moment with ailerons.
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together, and are used in pairs to control the aircraft in rolling
(banking).
To perform near surface turning, WIG needs to overcome
the righting moment introduced by ground effect when heel-
ing. Deployment of ailerons works. A rectangular wing with
ailerons and mesh are shown in Fig. 20. Fig. 21 shows the lift
variation with aileron deflection angle in ground effect (h/
c ¼ 0.5) and out ground effect, and a heel angle of 10. Pairs
of ailerons are typically interconnected so that when one is
moved downward, the other is moved upward: the down-going
aileron increases the lift on its wing while the up-going
aileron reduces the lift on its wing, producing a banking
moment. In freestream, movement of ailerons doesn't change
the lift, lift increase of down-going aileron neutralized lift
decrease of up-going aileron. However, lift decreases with
deflection of ailerons due to ground effect. Deflections of
ailerons in ground effect also introduce a slight pitching
motion (Fig. 22).
As mentioned above, a righting moment was introduced by
ground effect for a wing in ground effect with heeling angle.
Fig. 23 shows the rolling moment of wing in ground effect and
in freestream. With deflection of ailerons, the rolling moment
is increasing linearly from zero for wing in freestream. While
in ground effect, the rolling moment introduced by deflection
of ailerons is against the righting moment introduced by
heeling of wing in ground effect, and a neutral point can be
captured at an aileron deflection angle of 4. Thus, the ailerons
help to roll the WIG in the direction of the turn. Like airplane
in freestream, an unwanted side effect of aileron operation in
ground effect is adverse yawda yawing moment in the
opposite direction to the roll. Furthermore, the adverse yaw
moment is bigger in ground effect than in freestream (Fig. 24).In a turn, adverse yaw can be effectively compensated by the
use of the rudder.
6. Conclusions
The current research is driven by the need to reveal aero-
dynamics of banked wing in ground effect. Numerical simulations
were carried out to simulate the flow of banked wing in ground
effect. The study revealed that when a wing banks in ground
effect, its descending side generates more lift and less drag than
the rising side, which introduces the righting moment and adverse
yaw moment. At the same banked position, delta wing generates
less righting moment and adverse yaw moment than rectangular
wing, less control is needed accordingly in banked turn. Endplates
increase the righting moment and contributes to centripetal force.
Deflections of ailerons introduce lift decrease and a light pitching
motion. At given angle attack and heeling angle, a WIG craft
turns at smaller radius when it is at lower altitude.
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